where g, E and y are the stress, strain and velocity fields, and the notation < > denotes the volume average of a field quantity, e.g.
The left-hand-side and the right-hand-side in each of the Equations (l-3) can be shown to be equivalent in a selfconsistent manner [22, 23] .
Using the elastodynamic solution for a single ellipsoidal inhomogeneity in a linear elastic medium developed in [l], the displacement and strain fields inside an inhomogeneity are found, for incident timeharmonic plane wave, to be:
(1)
(3)
in which the superscripts (m), (a) and < denote "mis-match," "applied,"
and "inside the inhomogeneity," respectively. Employing the volume averaging process as described by Eq. (4) and substituting in Eqs. (l-3), the effective properties are easily defined as follows:
p*=p+ f ApDD . . (7) I.* =c+f ACZA (8) where Ap = p'-p, AC = C'-C and f is volume fraction of inclusion material.
The tensor fields J! and 4 are of ranks two and four, respectively, and they are functions of wavenumber, geometric properties, and effective and inclusion material properties: 
Following the theory developed in the previous section, the effective moduli and mass density are found to be 5 p" E p + f Ap D2 (14) A* = A + fbUAllll + 2A1122) + 2A~A1122] IJ* = IJ + f 4dA1212 + A1221) CONCENTRRT I ON (VOLUME FRRCT I ON1 The elastic moduli and mass density of the composite medium are determined as functions of frequencies when given properties and concentration of the spheres and the matrix.
Velocity and attenuation of ultrasonic waves in two-phase media are determined for cases of (1) distributed spheres and (2) localized damage. An averaging theorem that requires the equivalence of the strain energy and the kinetic energy between the effective medium and the original matrix with with spherical inhomogeneities is employed to derive the effective moduli and mass density. 
